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Abstract

The international movement to convert the real (deflated) components of the NIPAs to chain indexes, in
order to assure timeliness, has introduced grave inconsistencies. Most importantly, the components no
longer add up to the totals. The U.S. accounts which employ a Fisher chain have additional inconsistencies.
For example, the product of the price and quantity indexes does not reproduce the change in nominal
expenditure. The paper presents a unified approach to the construction of price and quantity measures
which can be chained while maintaining every kind of consistency. The solution is based on a combination
of elements from the theories of price indexes and consumer surplus.
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1. Introduction

1. One of the most important structural characteristics of the world in which we live is that it can be
described in many aspects by quantitative measures which are cardinal, i.e. have the adding up
property. This cardinality is reflected in our rules for measuring and for doing arithmetic.
Cardinality is ubiquitous in physics, but also in market transactions and other economic
relationships.

2. Beginning students of economics learn something about the national income and product
accounts (NIPA). They learn in particular that individual items sum to subtotals and these again
to grand totals, both on the income and product sides of the accounts. It should therefore come as
a considerable surprise to laymen and economists alike that the real (deflated) components of the
NIPAs do not add up to the respective totals. Traditionally, current real magnitudes are
determined by keeping a base period price vector constant over a five, or ten year interval. The
problem arises when the base price vector is changed and the older data have to be linked to the
new data. There is no consistent way of doing this. Essentially, there are two choices: One is to
use the same scaling factor for the components as for the aggregate. This maintains additive
consistency at the cost of introducing spurious jumps in the components in the year of the
linkage. The alternative is to link each component and the aggregate separately. This makes each
series consistent over time at the expense of violating additivity for historical data. This is the
method usually followed.1

3. These discrepancies became larger in the early 1990’s because of the accelerating pace of
technical change, with the consequence, of accelerated changes of relative prices and of the
composition of commodities. The international statistical community became alarmed, with the
consequence that a chapter on this subject was commissioned for the 1993 edition of the
international guideline for the construction of the NIPAs (OECD, 1993). The author (Hill, 1993)
outlines four alternatives:

a) Not to correct the discrepancies, so that the data remain additively inconsistent. Hill favors
this alternative because the problem remains in the open and the user can make his own
adjustments. However, the user has no more reasonable adjustment procedure at his disposal
than the producer of the statistics.

b) An arbitrary allocation of the discrepancy over the components. This leaves the meaning of
the component data in doubt.

c) To define the aggregate as the sum of the parts. This leaves the meaningfulness of the
aggregate in doubt.

d) To publish only growth rates, not levels. This hides rather than eliminates the discrepancies
and negates any possibility of constructing structural econometric models.

4. An alternative to linking, which is backward looking, is chaining, which is forward looking.2 In
chaining, real quantities in a base period are defined as being equal to nominal expenditure. The
quantity of any subsequent period is obtained by multiplying the previous periods quantity by a
quantity index which uses current prices as weights. When this procedure is applied to an
aggregate and to its parts, the same inconsistencies arise as in linking.3
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5. In the context of the revised U.S. NIPAs and U.S. macroeconometric models, the issues are
discussed in a recent special issue of the Journal of Economic and Social Measurement. One of
the contributions (Varvares et al., 1998) points to six anomalies of the new U.S. NIPAs. In
addition to the kind of nonadditivity I have already mentioned they point out that the
price/quantity measures do not reproduce nominal expenditure and quarterly data do not sum to
annual totals.4 It would be a mistake to downgrade these problems as being in some sense
‘technical’ and amenable to being dealt with by means of technical fixes, for example by simply
labeling the discrepancies as random variables. There is a more fundamental question of the
meaning of numbers which have not been related to fundamental economic theory5 and in
addition violate our most basic intuition of how such numbers should behave.

6. The established opinion, among national income and product statisticians and experts on the
theory of price/quantity indexes, is that chaining and additivity are incompatible. This paper
shows that the incompatibility holds only if an unnecessarily restrictive assumption is made: that
at each state of the computation only indexes, i.e. ratios are to be used, not variations, i.e.
differences. From a mathematical point of view, the idea of using differences rather than ratios is
trivial. It is interesting to ask why this elementary idea has not been hit upon before. An essential
part of any answer must be the fragmented and unsatisfactory state of various literatures which
deal, in one way or another, with the problem of welfare measurement:

a) The economic theory of index numbers. This theory concentrates on how various empirical
price indexes relate to the theoretical index of the cost-of-living defined by Konüs. The
theory has no comparable agreement on the relevant quantity index, or on the duality between
price and quantity measures. Also, the problem of aggregation over consumers has remained
unsolved.

b) The axiomatic theory of index numbers, originated by Irving Fisher. The problem with this
approach is that not all plausible axioms can be satisfied simultaneously. Also, it is unclear
how the axioms relate to fundamental economic theory, or to real world economic problems.
For this reason, the axiomatic theory has been largely replaced by the economic theory.
However, one of the axioms, which I refer to as duality of price and quantity indexes, plays a
central role in this paper. It is the property of a pair of price/quantity measures to jointly
decompose the change in nominal expenditures.

c) The theory of consumer surplus originated by Dupuit. The measures proposed in the present
paper are derived from the consumer surplus approximation. The crucial property of these
measures is that they are variations, not indexes, and are therefore exactly additive, both over
commodities and agents. The consumer surplus literature has been confused on the
distinction between price and quantity measures. The quantity measure is obtained by
transforming a price measure without making this explicit. Also, the unduly restrictive
assumption of constant expenditure is often made in this context. In this paper, I use both the
price and the quantity measure, while allowing all prices and quantities to vary freely.

7. In order to achieve the purpose of this paper, to obtain quantity measures which combine the
timelines of chaining with additive consistency, it is necessary to combine elements of the three
traditions cited above. This makes the measures somewhat more complex than traditional ones,
but has the additional advantage of providing a unified approach to the computation of both price
and quantity measures. An incidental advantage of the method is that it allows the systematic
computation of relative price changes for commodity groups.

8. In this paper I give an intuitive explanation of the basic assumptions and derivations. In a
previous paper ( Hillinger, 1999) I obtained the same results on the basis of the microeconomic
theory of the consumer. I show there that the proposed measures are quadratic approximations to
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aggregate real consumption and the aggregate cost-of-living, both defined as summations over
relevant expressions defined in terms of the expenditure functions of households.

9. There are several motivations for providing an intuitive derivation. The strong assumptions of
formal economic theory are of uncertain empirical relevance. Even a single consumer may not be
a rigorous utility maximizer in the sense which the theory requires. Moreover, many purchases
are collective goods for a household, the members of which may have diverging preferences.
Equally important is the fact that the intuitive argument is more general: it applies to any
decomposition whatever of a nominal expenditure. In particular, the methodology is directly
applicable to the computation of the NIPAs in real terms. A final motivation is that many
producers and consumers, of a wide variety of statistics, lack both an interest in and the
background for rigorous microeconomic derivations. For them the intuitive derivation should be
of interest.

10. The paper has the following structure: Elementary aspects of price and quantity measures and
their duality are discussed in Section 2. Section 3 defines and motivates centered variations. In
Section 4 these are employed in the construction of additively consistent, chained quantity
measures for multiple time series. Section 5 contains a summary of the related microeconomic
results. The conclusions are in Section 6.

2. Averaging Quantities and Prices

11. The fundamental intuitive idea for the construction of a price measure is to compare the cost of a
fixed basket of goods in two periods. Analogously, a measure of the average change in quantities
is obtained by comparing the commodities consumed in two different periods evaluated at a
common price. The comparison can take the form of a variation, or of an index. Accordingly we
define:

(2.1) Quantity Variation xp ∆= bQV )(

(2.2) Price Variation px ∆= bPV )(

(2.3) Quantity Index 
0

1

)(
xp
xp

b

b

QI =

(2.4) Price Index 
0

1

)(
px
px

b

b

QI =

12. The following definitions have been used: The superscripts ‘0’ and ‘1’ stand for the two periods
being compared, the superscript ‘b’ stand for ‘base’; bold letters denote vectors; an expression of

the form xp  is an inner product.

13. Most commonly the base vector is taken to be that of either the initial, or the final period of the
comparison. In that case we speak of a Laspeyres or Paasche variation or index, respectively.
These can be used to illustrate duality. Letting y devote total expenditure:

(2.5) PPVLQVy +=∆+∆=∆ pxxp 10

(2.6) LPVPQVy +=∆+∆=∆ pxxp 01
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(2.7) PPILQI
y

y •=•=
00

01

00

10

0

1

px
px

xp
xp

(2.8) LPIPQI
y

y •=•=
00

10

01

01

0

1

px
px

xp
xp

14. Duality requires that if the initial period is the base for one measure, than the final period must be
the base for the other. This is a reflection of how the change in expenditure can be decomposed in

reality. For example in (2.5) the decomposition involves first a move from 
00xp  to 

10xp  and

then a move from 
10xp  to 

11xp .

15. Each of the two types of mathematical expression has a major advantage which the other lacks.
The ratios have the advantage of being unaffected by levels and hence also of units of
measurements. This makes them suitable for comparisons. For example the growth rate of a small
country with an arbitrary monetary unit can be compared with that of a big country with another
arbitrary monetary unit. The advantage of the variations is that they are linear in the variables and
therefore additive. Addition can proceed in arbitrary stages over commodities and over agents;
additivity of subtotals to the relevant aggregate is always maintained.

16. The linearity of the variations being considered has a deeper aspect. A linear function may be an
approximation to a nonlinear one, in which case it is that function’s differential. The variations of
this paper are in fact the differentials of the most fundamental functions of microeconomic
theory: the expenditure function of the household and the cost function of the firm. Since the
theory of utility maximization of households and cost minimization of firms are formally
identical, the same formal results hold in both cases. The principal result is Hotelling’s Lemma
and its dual. Hotelling’s Lemma states that the derivative of either function with respect to a price
is the corresponding quantity. The dual lemma states that the derivative of either function with
respect to a quantity is its price.

17. From these results one can deduce the following: In the case of the household, LQV and PQV are
differentials of the theoretical measure of real consumption. LPV and PPV are differentials of a
theoretical measure of the cost-of-living. In the case of a competitive firm, where we consider
factor prices and quantities, LQV and PQV give the marginal cost and revenue changes
associated with a small change of factor inputs in equilibrium. LPV and PPV give the differential
change in cost due to a small change in factor prices. Because of the additivity of the variations,
analogous results hold at aggregate level. The microeconomic theory is developed in Hillinger
(1999). A summary of the results is given in Section 5.

18. The formal economic theory of index numbers has at the present time not been extended to other
areas of economic activity such as the investment or government sectors. This provides an
important motivation for the intuitive theory of this paper.

3. Centered Measures

19. The principal aims of this paper can be achieved by means of the Laspeyres and Paasche
measures discussed in the previous sections. However, a more elegant and powerful theory can
be developed using centered variations which are averages of Laspeyres and Paasche variations.
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20. Define ( ) ( )10
2
110

2
1 , pppxxx +=+=  and

(3.1) Centered Quantity Variation ( )PQVLQVCQV +=∆= 2
1)( xp

(3.2) Centered Price Variation ( )PPVLPVCPV +=∆= 2
1)( px .

These expressions are dual, so that

(3.3) CPVCQVy +=∆ .

21. In order to motivate the centered measures I will first discuss the episode which rekindled my
own interest in them. This was the widely published debate in the United States regarding alleged
inflationary bias of the Consumer Price Index (CPI). Since all transfer payments to households
are indexed by the CPI, a reduction of the computed inflation rate of say one percent, would
result in enormous savings to the government.

22. The most fundamental issue in the debate, and the only one, I will discuss here, is the substitution
bias of Laspeyres or Paasche indexes. The substitution bias arises from the fact that consumers
substitute away from goods which become relatively expensive. Traditionally, the CPI has been
computed as a LPI, with fixed quantity weights. Such a fixed index measures a higher inflation
rate than a chained PI, with current quantity weights. This is the inter-period bias of a fixed
index.

23. Even a chained LPI would still have an intra-period bias, since it would not take account of
substitution within a period. This suggests the use of a symmetric index which gives equal weight
to quantities at the beginning and at the end of a period.

24. While the CPI debate in the U.S. remained without consequences, because of political opposition
to any change, the same problems arises in the construction of the NIPAs. The NIPAs in real
terms, and the associated deflator have now been converted to chain indexes. Most countries use
Laspeyres indexes, but the United States and Canada use Fisher’s ideal quantity index, defined as

(3.4) ( ) ( )2
1

2
1

PQILQIFIQI = .

25. The problem with all of the above chaining procedures is, that they are additively inconsistent.
This motivated me to consider the use of centered variations which are additively consistent.

26. The use of centered variations can also be justified in terms of numerical approximation theory. It
has already been pointed out that the weight of Laspeyres and Paasche variations can be
interpreted as slopes, and the variations themselves as differentials. The differential
approximation of a function over an interval can generally be improved by taking the slope at the
center of the interval, or by taking an average of the slopes at the end points. In the case of a
quadratic function, either procedure leads to an exact replication of the function. In Hillinger
(1999) I show that the centered variations are quadratic approximations of the corresponding
theoretical measures. The beauty of the centered variations is that they are additively consistent.
They can be summed in stages over arbitrary classifications of groups of commodities and
households. Since this is straight forward, I will deal in this section only with aggregation over
agents. The following section leads naturally to a consideration of aggregation over commodities.

27. There are N subaggregates which may be collections of consumers or firms; for example, all
households with certain demographic characteristics. Important in the present context is only that
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all subbaggregates must face the same vectors of market prices. The i-th subaggregate has

expenditure iy , faces market prices p  and purchases the commodity vector ix . Aggregate
expenditure is

(3.5) ∑ ∑ === pxp ii xyy .

The aggregate centered variations are defined analogously to the micro level:

(3.6) ∑ ∑=∆=∆= ii CQVACQV xpxp

(3.7) ∑ ∑=∆=∆= ii CPVACPV pxpx .

Addition also preserves duality:

(3.8) ACPVACQVy +=∆ .

4. Consistency of Multiple Chained Time Series

28. The international NIPAs that are currently computed are additively inconsistent. Current opinion
has it that additivity is incompatible in principle with chaining.6 This can be illustrated in terms
of the method actually employed to chain real magnitudes. The procedure is to regard nominal

magnitudes of a base year as real and then to extrapolate using a LQI. Let ( ) ( )� � � �I I J J, , ,
 be

two commodity subaggregates of ( )� �,
, with ( ) ( )� � � � � �= =I J I J, , ,

. The real
magnitudes for the third period obtained by chaining are:

(4.1)
11

21

00

10
00

II

II

II

II
II

xp

xp

xp

xp
xp ⋅⋅ +� �

� �
� �

� �
� �

J J
J J

J J

J J

J J

0 0
0 1

0 0

1 2

1 1⋅ ⋅ ≠ � �
� �
� �

� �
� �

0 0
0 1

0 0

1 2

1 1⋅ ⋅ .

29. The chained components do not add up to the chained aggregate. This procedure is followed by
almost all countries. An exception is the United States which uses a Fisher chain in order to
account for the inter-year substitution effect. In this case the figures are inconsistent already in
the year following the base year:

(4.2) � �
� �
� �

� �
� �I I

I I

I I

I I

I I

0 0
0 1

0 0

1 1

1 1

1
2

⋅ ⋅








 +� �

� �
� �

� �
� �J J

J J

J J

J J

J J

0 0
0 1

0 0

1 1

1 1

1
2

⋅ ⋅








 ≠ � �

� �
� �

� �
� �

0 0
0 1

0 0

1 1

1 0

1
2

⋅ ⋅








 .

30. It is plausible, that as further links of the chain are computed by either method, the difference of
the sum of the first two items and the third will drift ever further apart. This is the view also of
the statistical agencies.

31. The conventional method of chaining has the advantage of being invariant to general changes of
the price level. This is not true of CQV. A doubling of the price level would double the value of
CQV. It makes no sense to directly add CQVs for successive time periods if there is some
inflation or deflation. The obvious method for circumventing this problem is to deflate the price
weights of CQV, so that the deflated price will be invariant to general price movements. This
way of proceeding turns out to be feasible, but introduces a certain amount of complexity. The
first complicating factor is that, in principle, a different price measure can be constructed for each
household, each subaggregate and the overall aggregate. In practice we would like to have
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measures for grand aggregates such as the deflator for NNP, for particular commodity groups or
for households, such as the CPI.

32. A second complication is that an appropriate formula for the deflator must be derived.
Fortunately, this turns out to be straight forward. We have already decided on CPV as the
appropriate variation measure for an average price change. For a deflated price vector, CPV

should signal no change of the price level. Letting λ  be the deflator, the formal condition is

(4.3) ( ) 0011 =−− ppx λ .

The solution is

(4.4) =λ Centered Price Index (CPI)
0

1

px
px= .

The CPI is analogous to the CPV.
7

33. For the purpose of constructing additively consistent chain measures, the deflator must be the
price index computed for the largest aggregate that is being considered. In the context of the
NIPAs, this would be the GDP deflator. For other purposes, additional price indexes may be
computed analogously, for example, one corresponding to the Consumer Price Index.

Using the definitions 111 ~yy =−λ  and 111 ~p=− pλ , the decomposition of the aggregate takes the
following form:

(4.5) ( ) ( ) ( )1110110
2
1 ~~~ ppxppxxpp −+−+∆+=∆y

1101 ~0~ yyyy −++−=

APVRPVAQV ++= ,

where RPV  denotes relative price variation. We can interpret the above equation by dividing the

total movement ( ) ( )1100 ,, pypy →  into two: ( ) ( )1100 ~,~, pypy →  and ( ) ( )1111 ,~,~ pypy → . Since
the second movement is purely nominal, the entire quantity change will be associated with the
first movement. On these assumptions, the first term of (4.5) is the CQV of the first move. The
second term is zero by the definition of the deflator λ . The final term measures the

equiproportional changes in prices. This change is purely nominal, so quantities stay at 1x .

As a final step, the results can be converted to index form:

(4.6) APIAQI
y

y

y

y

y

y •=










=
1

1

0

1

0

1

~

~
.

Next I turn to the question how this method of deflation works out when there are subsectors.
Assume that the aggregate is divided into commodity subsectors designated by the subscript

( )Kk ,....,1∈ . For sector K the decomposition is
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(4.7) ( ) ( ) ( )kkkkkkkkk ppxy 1110110
2
1 ~~~ −+−+∆+=∆ xppxpp

kkkkkk yyqyyq 111101 ~~ −+−+−= .

kkk PVRPVQV ++=

I have introduced a new letter q to designate the real magnitude which is no longer identical with
y~ . This is because the relative price variation is now nonzero, the deflators being defined on the

aggregate, not on the sectors.

The sectoral equation can also be converted to index form:

(4.8) kkk
k

k

k

k

k

k

k

k PIRPIQI
y

y

q

y

y

q

y

y ••=
















= 1

1

1

1

0

1

0

1

~

~

Thus far only a two point comparison has been considered. The more general problem is that of
computing chained measures with an arbitrary number of links. This requires deflating prices at
each link back to the base period level. The appropriate deflator is defined recursively:

(4.9) 111
01

11
1 ~

/~   ,  
~ λλ pp

px
px ==

t
1

t ~
/~   ,  ~

~ λλ tt
tt

tt

pp
px
px == −

( )ttt xxx += −1
2
1  .

Backward substitution gives

(4.10) ∏=
1

t

st~ λλ ,  
1

s
−= ss

ss

px
pxλ  .

The overall deflator is a product of the CPIs defined for each price increment.

34. In principle, it is possible to extend the analysis of (4.7) completely to the multi-period case. In
the present paper, I simplify the multi-period analysis by ommitting the separate analysis of
relative price changes. Instead, I concentrate on showing how a quantity measure can be
computed for each sector and the aggregate. Given the quantities, corresponding deflators can
always be computed.

35. The real magnitudes can be extrapolated from period to period according to the following
equations:

(4.11) ( )( )kkkkkk yq
0110

2
101 ~ xxpp −++=

( )( )k
1t

k
t

k
t

k
1-t xxpp −− −++= ~~

2
11tt

kk qq .

Summation over K equations of type (4.11) leads to:
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(4.12) ( )( )0110 xxpp −++= ~
2
101 yq

( )( )1-ttt1-t xxpp −++= − ~~
2
11tt qq

with the aggregate vectors defined as ( ) ( )kk xxxppp ,...,,,..., 11 == .

The corresponding implicit price index (IPI) is defined by

(4.12)
t

1 -t 

1 -t 

t
t

k

k

k

k
k q

q

y

y
IPI ⋅=

for a sector. The same formula without subscript applies to the aggregate.

36. To sum up: We have shown how any nominal expenditure on commodities can be separated into
price and quantity components. The method is consistent in that the meaures satisfy all relevant
identities; it is current, in that each link of the quantity chain is weighted with an average of the
current relative prices pertaining to that link; finally, the measures are efficient in that they can
approximate and even replicate theoretical measures. This is the subject of the next section.
While not fully developed in this paper, the method can also be used to compute relative price
changes for commodity groups.

5. The Microeconomic Theory and Centered Variations

37. In this section I summarize without proof the basic results of the companion paper Hillinger

(1999). Let ( )ue ,p  be the consumer expenditure function, giving the minimum expenditure
px=y  required to reach the utility level ( )xu . The expenditure function can be used to define

two theoretical money metrics: The first metric is real consumption, ( )buRC p; , defined as
( )ue b,p  which measures the cost of alternative utility levels at the base price vectors 

bp . The

second metric is the cost-of-living, ( )buCL ;p , defined as ( )bue ,p  and measures the cost of

maintaining the base utility level 
bu  at alternative prices.

The corresponding variations are:

(5.1) ( ) ( ) ( )01 ,, ueuepRCV bbb pp −=

(5.2) ( ) ( ) ( )bbb ueueuCLV ,, 01 pp −=

38. For suitable definitions of bb u,p  the theoretical variations will be dual in the same sense as the
empirical variations discussed earlier. To save space I will limit myself in the following to a
discussion of RCV, but analogous results hold for CLV.

39. The theoretical results link the CQV defined earlier to a variety of RCVs. Since the empirical
variation is centered, it makes sense to relate it to centered theoretical variations. It turns out that
there exist an infinity of centered theoretical variations which lie between the theoretical

Laspeyres variation ( )0pRCV  and the theoretical Paasche variation ( )1pRCV . This is
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illustrated in Fig. 1, where for definitiveness it was assumed that ( ) ( )01 pp RCVRCV > .8 The
CQV approximates any point on the interval, including the end points, at least linearly. There is
an interior interval which is approximated quadratically. Finally, by continuity, there is also a
theoretical variation exactly equal to CQV.

40. The result can be extended to the aggregate level by defining aggregate real consumption as the
summation over all households. Duality plays a key role in establishing these and the analogous
results relating CPV to CLVs.

6. Conclusion

41. The paper demonstrates that a powerful unified theory of price and quantity measures is possible.
The theory is free of anomalies that afflict current measures, it is applicable at all levels of
aggregation and it is connected to fundamental microeconomic theory.

                                                     

NOTES

1 The various alternatives are illustrated in Hill (1993).
2 This is the practice. In theory, one could link forward and chain backward.
3 The algebra of chaining is discussed in Section 4. The procedures followed for the U.S. NIPAs is discussed in

detail by Lasky (1988) and Varvares et al. (1998).
4 Some of the discrepancies are specific to U.S. NIPAs. However, the choices made are a result of weighing the

cost and benefit of the alternatives. The choice of Fisher’s indexes in this context presumably reflects a
judgement that they are more accurate than Laspeyres and Paasche indexes which generate fewer
discrepancies.

5 The algebra of chaining followed for the U.S. NIPAs is discussed in detail by Lasky (1998) and Varvares et al.
(1998).

6 A well developed theory concerning the definition and measurement of the cost-of-living of an individual
consumer with homothetic preferences exists. But, the issue here is the definition and measurement of real
consumption(or even broader measures) defined over an aggregate of heterogeneous and nonhomothetic
households.

7 The CPI has been refered to in the literature on index numbers as the Marshall-Edgeworth price index.
8 The Figure as drawn is symmetric; this would not hold precisely in an empirical application.
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Figure 1
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